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Semiclassical propagation method for tunneling ionization
Ilya I. Fabrikant and Gordon A. Gallup
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111, USA
Received 3 November 2008; published 8 January 2009
We apply the semiclassical propagation technique to tunneling ionization in atomic and molecular systems.
Semiclassical wave functions and the tunneling flux are calculated from the solution of the classical equations
of motion in the complex time plane. We illustrate this method by rederiving the known result for the decay
rate of a negative ion in a weak electric field. We then obtain numerical results for atomic hydrogen, H2
+
, H2,
and Ar, and compare them with the results of the asymptotic Ammosov-Delone-Krainov ADK theory. The
asymptotic theory gives surprisingly good results for the atomic and molecular ionization rates. In particular,
our calculations for the simplest case of molecular suppression, ionization of H2 versus Ar, confirms the ADK
analysis of Tong et al. Phys. Rev. A 66, 013409 2002, explaining that the suppression is mainly due to the
different symmetries of the ionized orbitals, s in H2 and 3pz in Ar.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.79.013406 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 33.80.Rv, 32.60.i
I. INTRODUCTION
Tunneling ionization of atoms and molecules is usually
described by the asymptotic theory of Smirnov and Chibisov
1 and Perelomov et al. 2. Ammosov et al. 3 showed that
this theory can be applied to ionization in an alternating field,
if the field frequency is small enough Ammosov-Delone-
Krainov ADK theory. The asymptotic theory assumes that
there is a region of space where the external electric field can
be neglected, but at the same time the atomic wave function
already reaches its asymptotic expression in a.u.,
lmr = ClrZ/−1e−rYlmrˆ , 1
where lm is the orbital angular momentum and its projection,
Z is the charge of the atomic residue, =−2E /,  is the
electron mass, and E is the electron energy. E is the ion-
ization potential. Therefore this theory is limited by the con-
dition Fr0 E, where F is the electric force on the electron,
and r0 the characteristic size of the atomic or molecular sys-
tem. In addition, the theory uses an approximation for the
tunneling integral for the motion in the combined Coulomb
field and electric field,
S0 = 
z1
z2
dz2	− E − Fz − 
z

1/2, 2
where =Ze2 is the Coulomb constant, z1, z2 are classical
turning points. In the asymptotic theory the expression for
the tunneling integral can be obtained by the semiclassical
perturbation method 4 with the result
S0 =
1/2− 2E3/2
3F
−


ln	223
F 
 , 3
which is valid only for F23 /. Note that Eq. 3 is exact
for =0, i.e., in the case of the negative-ion decay.
In Fig. 1 we present comparison of three expressions for
the tunneling integral S0 for the hydrogen atom. Inclusion of
the Coulomb term by the perturbation theory noticeably im-
proves the =0 result, but disagreement with the exact result
becomes substantial at F0.03. Noting that the ionization
rate depends on the tunneling integral exponentially, we con-
clude that the asymptotic theory should fail very badly for
the electric fields above 0.03 a.u. Nevertheless, it has been
used for quite a long time for analysis of the data on strong-
field ionization of atoms and molecules 5–13. Moreover,
these applications are quite often extended into the electric
field range where the whole concept of tunnelinng becomes
inapplicable because of barrier suppression, and the theory
for above-barrier ionization 14 should be used. The barrier-
suppressed ionization BSI occurs above FBSI=E2 /4,
which equals 0.0625 a.u. in the example of Fig. 1.
A review of the quoted papers leads to a paradoxical con-
clusion. From Fig. 1 one would expect that the asymptotic
ADK theory strongly underestimates the actual ionization
rate whereas in reality it typically overestimates it. Compari-
sons with ab initio calculations 7,15 demonstrate that the
asymptotic theory agrees with ab initio calculations within
20% at F	FBSI, an astonishing conclusion in view of Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Tunneling integrals for the ionization of the hydrogen
atom. Solid line—tunneling integral without the account of the
Coulomb interaction; dashed line—inclusion of the Coulomb inter-
action by the first-order perturbation theory, Eq. 3; dotted line—
the exact tunneling integral.
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Moreover, different researchers mean by “ADK” different
versions of the asymptotic theory which makes comparisons
even more confusing. The original asymptotic theory 1,2
contains a coefficient Cl in Eq. 1 which should be calcu-
lated from the ab initio atomic or molecular wave function.
However, Ilkov et al. 16 suggested an extension of the
hydrogenic formula for Cl which has been used since then in
other calculations 5,15. This extension simply replaces
quantum numbers n and l in the hydrogenic formula by non-
integer values obtained from experimental energies. Obvi-
ously, this procedure introduces further uncertainties in what
is called ADK theory.
Since most applications of the tunneling theory deal with
atomic and molecular ionization in an ac field, it is necessary
to know how low a field frequency is required to make the
static-field limit valid. This is usually estimated from the
value of the Keldysh parameter 17

 = 

− 2E
F0
4
where  is the frequency of the ac field, and F0 is the electric
force amplitude. The tunneling ionization regime corre-
sponds to a small 
. The Keldysh parameter can be inter-
preted as a ratio of the tunneling time to the period of the
laser field. However, the tunneling time in Eq. 4 corre-
sponds to the motion in a short-range strictly speaking,
zero-range potential and does not take into account the in-
fluence of the Coulomb field. Moreover, in complex mol-
ecules this time can be substantially affected by the elec-
tronic structure 18. DeWitt and Levis 18 calculated a
modified Keldysh parameter which they call the adiabaticity
parameter, derived from the actual barrier width in Xe, N2,
and C6H6, and the corresponding tunneling probabilities. As
one can expect from Fig. 1, the tunneling probability has
increased by several orders magnitude five orders for xenon
and nitrogen and seven orders for benzene. The molecular
effect is particularly noticeable in benzene. The ratios of
modified tunneling probabilities calculated by DeWitt and
Levis 19 for benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene agree
with their measurements.
This issue might be relevant to the ionization suppression
phenomenon observed in several molecules. From the ADK
theory one might expect that the ionization rates for two
targets with the same ionization potential should be roughly
equal. This was confirmed by early experiments on molecu-
lar ionization 5,20. More recent experiments brought sub-
stantial corrections. Ionization of the hydrogen molecule was
found to be substantially suppressed compared to ionization
of the “companion” atom Ar 21. Ionization of O2 is sup-
pressed relative to its “companion” atom Xe 6,22. In con-
trast, ionization of N2 is not suppressed 6,22 compared to
the “companion” Ar atom.
There were several attempts to explain these observations.
A dissociative recombination mechanism suggested in 22
turned out to be untenable 6. Another approach 8,21 ex-
plains the molecular suppression by orientational and related
effective charge effects. This explanation requires an empiri-
cal effective charge adjustment. Saenz 23 investigated vi-
brational effects, but they turned out to be small compared to
the observed suppression. An alternative theory 24 explains
suppression in O2 by interference effects. These authors ar-
gue that due to different symmetries of the valence orbitals,
the interference in O2 is destructive, whereas in N2 it is con-
structive. This theory predicts suppression in F2. However,
the subsequent experiment for F2 9 did not confirm this
prediction.
A comprehensive analysis of the ability of the ADK
theory to explain observed suppressions was done by Tong et
al. 10. They separated the ratio of molecular rate to the
“companion” atomic rate into three factors, A1, A2, and A3.
The first factor is due to electronic structure reflected in the
asymptotic coefficient Cl in Eq. 1 and its generalization for
molecular case. In the latter case it also contains the result of
orientational average. The second factor A2 is the ratio of the
preexponential factors in transition rates which depends only
on F, Z, m, and the binding energy E. The factor A3 is the
ratio of the exponential factors of the asymptotic theory,
exp−2S0, where S0 is given by Eq. 3 with =0. Tong et
al. explained the D2-Ar suppression mostly by the factor A1,
but also partly by the factor A3 which reduces to 0.42 if the
vertical ionization energy, rather than adiabatic ionization
energy is used. The most important reduction, A1=0.31 ap-
pears due to different symmetries of the ionized orbitals,
basically s for D2 and pz for Ar. For N2, however, the valence
orbital g deviates substantially from isotropic due to a sub-
stantial d contribution that results in no N2-Ar suppression.
The O2 /Xe suppression is explained by a small value of A2
which is due to the m=1 projection of the valence g orbital
on molecular axis. This explanation works, however, only if
the molecule aligned along the external field. For a random
orientation no such suppression should be expected. Finally,
for the F2:Ar ratio again strong suppression is obtained due
to the small value of A2, whereas the experiment 9 does not
indicate any suppression.
It is clear that the problem is far from being solved. It is
even not clear yet if there is one general mechanism for
suppression that is able to explain all observations, or
whether the problem should be solved on a case by case
basis.
The purpose of the present paper is twofold. First, in view
of an increase in tunneling rate of several orders of magni-
tude due to Coulomb and molecular effects, we want to ana-
lyze how reliable the ADK theory is. Second, by developing
a more accurate theory of tunneling ionization, we want to
investigate in detail the physics of the molecular suppression
effect. For this purpose we need a method that incorporates
the correct tunneling factor and takes into account the mo-
lecular structure including the orientational effects in the mo-
lecular charge distribution. At the same time we want the
method to be simple enough to extend it to polyatomic mol-
ecules with moderate modifications of existing molecular
structure codes. We have found that the semiclassical propa-
gation technique 25–27 extended into the complex time
plane is quite convenient for this purpose. The complex time
method for tunneling ionization problems was proposed by
Perelomov et al. 2 and then extensively used by the same
group in various atomic physics problems 4,28 see also a
recent review 29. It can be also used for a description of
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collision processes 30. For application to complex atomic
and molecular systems one has to go beyond approximations
necessary in analytical approach used in Refs. 2,4,28.
We will start with the semiclassical propagation method
and will illustrate it by a simple problem which can be
solved analytically, detachment of negative ions in a weak
electric field. Then we will verify the validity of our method
by applying it to tunneling ionization of atomic hydrogen.
Finally, we will demonstrate it by the calculation of ioniza-
tion of H2
+
, H2, and by comparing the latter ionization rate
with that of Ar.
II. SEMICLASSICAL PROPAGATION METHOD
We propose to use the semiclassical propagation tech-
nique 26,27 which connects the wave function 0q given
on a closed surface S0 with the wave function at some arbi-
trary not necessarily closed surface by the equation for a
time-independent Hamiltonian, =1,
r = 
k
0qkAkr,qkeiSkr/−k/2, 5
where the index k enumerates classical trajectories emerging
from the surface S0 perpendicular to this surface. The initial
coordinates on the surface are given by qk, and the final
point is r. k is the Maslov index that counts the number of
intersections with caustics 31, and Sk is the reduced action
for trajectory k, that is action+Et, where E is the total
energy of the system.
The semiclassical amplitude
Ar,q = Jt→0r,q/Jtr,q 6
with
Jtr,q = „rt…/t,q . 7
This Jacobian probes the dependence of a trajectory end
point rt on the time of flight t and on the coordinates q of
the starting point on the initial surface.
In the atomic and molecular ionization problem it is natu-
ral to choose the surface S0 as a sphere surrounding the atom
or the molecule. For strong fields q can be calculated with
the account of external field. It can be easily done using a
quantum chemistry computational program, placing addi-
tional point charges far from the center of the molecule, so
that it produces appropriate uniform electric field within the
surface S0. Then we use Eq. 5 and the action, either in a
pure electric field for negative-ion detachment or in super-
position of the Coulomb and uniform electric field for ion-
ization. This allows us to find the wave function and elec-
tron flux at large distances. The flux gives the ionization rate.
For the tunneling ionization the classical motion through
the barrier is forbidden. Therefore classical trajectory equa-
tions should be analytically continued in the complex time
plane 30.
A. Negative-ion decay
We will illustrate these ideas now by rederiving the for-
mula of Smirnov and Chibisov 1 for detachment of a nega-
tive ion. Although the imaginary time method was used for
this problem in Ref. 2, our approach is somewhat different
and more convenient for the extension to complex atomic
and molecular systems.
Assume first that the classical motion is allowed. If we
assume that the classical trajectories emerge from a small
sphere of radius r0, then the equations of motion are with
the force F along positive z axis
vz = v0 cos  +
F

t , 8
x = r0 + v0tsin  cos  , 9
y = r0 + v0tsin  sin  , 10
z = r0 + v0tcos  + Ft2/2 , 11
where  is the electron mass,  is the ejection angle, and v0
is the initial electron velocity. Excluding time from here, we
obtain relation between two possible escape angles 1,2 and
the trajectory final point  ,z2=x2+y2 32,
cot 1,2 =
l

− 1 1 + 2z/l − 2/l2 , 12
where l=v0
2 /F, and for the reduced action 32
S =
21/2
3
v0l	1 + zl 1 + 2zl − 2l2 

1/2
	2 + 2zl 1 + 2zl − 2l2 
 . 13
The first sign in Eqs. 12 and 13 describes the “down-
stream” trajectory corresponding to the shortest path between
the source and the observation point  ,z. The second sign
corresponds to the “upstream” trajectory. For the tunneling
problem only the first trajectory is important. Furthermore, in
the process of tunneling ionization the flux is mostly concen-
trated along the z-axis, therefore we will need the expansion
of Eq. 13 at small ,
S =
1
3
v0l	1 + 2zl 
3/2 − 1 + 22l2 v0l1 + 2z/l − 1 . 14
Now we will assume v0
2	0 and perform analytical con-
tinuation into the classically forbidden region for the “down-
stream” trajectory. Since in the subbarrier region kinetic en-
ergy is negative, both v0 and t in Eq. 9 should be pure
imaginary,
v0 = iv, t = i , 15
vz = iv cos  +
F

i , 16
z = − v cos  −
F2
2
, 17
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 = − v sin  . 18
At the classical turning point for =0, zt=v2 /2F we should
have vz=0, therefore v and  should be of opposite signs.
Calculating now the action for z=zt, =0, we have
Szt,0 =
i2v3
3F
. 19
The semiclassical propagator should decay in the positive z
direction, therefore v0 and 	0. For zzt, t becomes
complex.
Introducing now the parameter =−l=v2 /F, we can re-
write Eq. 14 in the form
S = −
1
3
iv	1 − 2z


3/2 − 1 − 222 iv1 − 2z/ − 1 .
20
We now analytically continue this expression into the classi-
cally allowed region zzt= /2. In doing this we have to
choose the correct branch for the function 1−2z /1/2. Let
us consider the relation between t and z for =0,
t =
iv
F
	1 − 2z

− 1
 . 21
At z /2, t should have a positive real part growing pro-
portionally to z at large z, therefore we choose the −i
branch of the square root,
t =
iv
F
	− i2z

− 1 − 1
 . 22
Accordingly, Eq. 20 turns into
S =
1
3
v	2z

− 1
3/2 + i3v + iv
2
4z 1 − i	2z − 1
1/2 .
23
With this action we have to calculate the current density at
z→,
J =
1

Im	*ddz 
 = 1 0qAr,q2e−2 Im Sd Re Sdz .
24
The rate is obtained by integrating J over a plane perpen-
dicular to the z axis,
 = 2 Jd . 25
The semiclassical amplitude A in Eq. 5 can be calculated
from the general Eq. 6, but it also can be taken from Ref.
32. By doing analytical continuation, we obtain
A =
r0
r 1 −
z

+1 − 2z

−
2
2
21 − 2z

−
2
2

1/2
. 26
At z→
A =
r0
r
	− z8

1/4
, 27
and the amplitude becomes independent of . Since the ini-
tial wave function 0 depends on  via the ejection angle ,
Eq. 12, we now have to investigate the angular dependence
of 0. The asymptotic theory of Smirnov and Chibisov 1
uses the following expression for 0 cf. Eq. 1,
0r = Ce−rr−1NPl
mcos  , 28
where Pl
m is the Legendre function, =−2E=v, C is an
asymptotic coefficient, and
N = 2l + 14 l − m!l + m!1/2. 29
Since the current density is decreasing very fast with , we
now take the limit of small 
Pl
mcos  =
− 1ml + m!
2mm!l − m!
sin m, 30
and
0r = C
e−r
r
− 1m
2mm! 2l + 14 l + m!l − m!1/2sin m. 31
At small  from Eq. 12
tan  = i

2z1/2
, 32
therefore 0 is proportional to m, and integration over  is
reduced to the integral

0

e−2 Im S2m+1d = exp	− 23v
m!2 	 2zv

m+1
. 33
The factor r0 in Eq. 27 is canceled by 1 /r0 in the wave
function, Eq. 28. Substituting Eq. 33 in Eq. 25, we ob-
tain
 =
C22l + 1
22vm
l + m!
m!l − m!	 F22

m+1
exp	− 23
 . 34
This result coincides with that of Smirnov and Chibisov if
we correct it by replacing m! in their Eq. 11 by 1 / 2mm!,
as was indicated by Perelomov et al. 2.
B. Tunneling ionization of neutral atoms
The same approach can be extended to neutral systems if
we take into account the long-range Coulomb interaction be-
tween the escaping electron and the residual ion. However,
the analytical result is valid only for weak fields. To obtain
the analytical formula presented in Refs. 1,2 we have to
assume first that the atomic wave function in the asymptotic
region, Eq. 28, is not affected by the electric field. Second,
calculation of the action integral in the presence of the Cou-
lomb field is reduced to the elliptic integral 33, and in order
to obtain a simpler analytical expression for the tunneling
integral, used in the analytical theory 1,4, weak-field ap-
proximation is necessary.
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To correct these drawbacks of the asymptotic theory, we
will assume that the atomic wave function outside the atom
on the sphere of radius r0 is given by a polarized orbital
0+1, where 1, in the first-order perturbation theory, is
a solution of the equation
	− 122 + Vr − E0
1 = Fr cos 0, 35
where Vr is the potential due to the ionic residue, and E0
and 0 are the energy eigenvalue and eigenfunction in the
absence of the field. The solution for 1 is well known for
the hydrogen atom in a.u. 34,
1r =
cos 
4
2r + r2e−r. 36
The resulting wave function is propagated from the spherical
surface by numerical integration of the classical equations of
motion in the presence of the Coulomb and the static fields.
From the previous section it is clear that time and action
acquire imaginary parts when integration is carried out in the
classically forbidden region. Consider, for example, the mo-
tion in the Coulomb field along the z axis, Vz=− /z. There
are two turning points z1,2 given by the solution of the equa-
tion
E + Fz +

z
= 0. 37
If we start integration in the region z	z1, then the imaginary
part of t, acquired at large t is
t0 = − 
z1
z2 dz
vz
, vz =  2

	− E − Fz − 
z

1/2, 38
and a similar expression holds for Im S, Eq. 2. Since inte-
gration is performed numerically, no approximation for the
tunneling integral is involved in this procedure. A possible
integration path is going along the real t axis, then turning
parallel to the imaginary axis until Im t= it0 is reached, and
then continuing parallel to the real axis. It is shown as path 1
in Fig. 2
If the initial integration point z0 is located in the classi-
cally forbidden region, we start on the imaginary axis with
the initial imaginary t corresponding to z0. The correspond-
ing integration path is shown as path 2 in Fig. 2. In fact this
approach is always used in practice, since in the region z
	z1 non-Coulomb molecular effects are almost always im-
portant, except some obvious cases, such as ionization of
atomic hydrogen.
The final result does not depend on the shape of the inte-
gration path, therefore it can be arbitrary. In practice it is
convenient to parametrize the integration path in the form
Re t = , Im t = t0e−/ + t0, t0 = 
z0
z2 dz
vz
, 39
where  is a parameter making a smooth transition from the
starting point to the asymptotic region integration path 3 in
Fig. 2. The integration is subject to the condition that the
observable position coordinates  and z are reached at the
end of the path. Therefore we have to solve the equations for
 and t,
,t = , z,t = z , 40
where  and z are real. In contrast, the roots of these equa-
tions, initial angle  and time t, are not observable and are
complex. As follows, for example, from Eq. 32, in the
negative-ion detachment problem at small ,  is pure
imaginary. This might cause some difficulties in calculation
of the initial wave function, since it is defined in the real
coordinate space. However, if the electric field is not too
weak, only a very small range of the incident angles  con-
tributes to the electron flux, and we can perform the current
density integration either assuming =0 for m=0 or per-
forming analytical continuation in  similar to Eq. 32 for
m0.
When the energy of the initial state approaches the top of
the potential barrier, the whole approach starts to fail, of
course. Comparison with quantum-mechanical results for the
ground-state hydrogen atom shows that the semiclassical
ionization rate becomes substantially lower than the exact
result. If the energy is not very close to the top of the barrier,
the semiclassical result can be improved by taking into ac-
count multiple reflections at the classical turning points. For
example, if the trajectory, after passing the classically forbid-
den region, is reflected at the right turning point z2, and then
is reflected again at the left turning point z1, the semiclassical
wave function is multiplied by the factor exp−2S0 where S0
is given by Eq. 2 Summing over all possible reflections, we
obtain the following correction factor f in the wave function
f = 1
1 − exp− 2S0
, 41
which becomes important near the top of the barrier. How-
ever, it is clear from the quasiclassical analysis that this cor-
rection is approximate. In the quasiclassical approximation
FIG. 2. Color online Integration paths in the complex t plane
as discussed in text. Note that t1= t0+ t0 with t0 and t0 given by Eqs.
38 and 39, respectively.
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the exponential expression of the type exp−S are valid only
if S is substantially higher than  or 1 in a.u.. Near the top
of the barrier the exact quantum-mechanical solution 35 in
terms of the parabolic cylinder function should be used. In
addition, the factor 41 contains the action corresponding to
the shortest trajectory =0 and therefore might overesti-
mate the multiple reflection effect.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Ionization of the hydrogen atom
To illustrate the above approach, we calculate the rate of
ionization of the hydrogen atom. The formula of Smirnov
and Chibisov in this case is reduced to the expression given
by Landau and Lifshitz 36 in a.u.
 =
4
F
exp	− 23F
 . 42
Damburg and Kolosov 37 derived a more accurate expres-
sion which is very close to the exact numerical results at F
	0.06 a.u. Note that the ionization becomes classically pos-
sible at F=0.0625 a.u.
 = 4Re−2R/3	1 − 5312F − 3221288 F2 + OF3
 43
where
R = − 2E3/2/F , 44
and the energy E is calculated taking account of terms
through F2.
In Fig. 3 we present comparison of the semiclassical cal-
culations with the asymptotic theory and exact quantum-
mechanical results. We present three versions of the semi-
classical calculations: the first uses an unperturbed ground-
state hydrogen function, the second uses a polarized orbital,
Eq. 36, but does not take into account multiple reflections
at the classical turning points. The third takes into account
the multiple reflection effect. It is apparent that the influence
of the polarized orbital is very significant: polarization in-
creases the initial probability density in the field direction
and makes the decay rate substantially higher. The multiple
reflections become significant at F0.048 a.u. On the other
hand, the approximate treatment of the multiple reflection
effect leads to essential disagreement with exact quantal re-
sult at F0.057 a.u.
It seems surprising that the asymptotic theory, which as-
sumes an unperturbed orbital at the boundary of the atom,
gives much higher value for the rate. As was discussed in the
Introduction, one would expect that the ionization rate
should be significantly suppressed in the asymptotic theory.
Nevertheless, it, in fact, exceeds the exact result. Apparently
the asymptotic theory strongly overestimates the preexpo-
nential factor in the expression for the decay rate.
B. Ionization of complex atoms and molecules
Turning to many-electron atoms and molecules, our goal
will be to compare reliability of the asymptotic theory and to
analyze a simple case of molecular suppression. Most experi-
ments were performed with ac fields from laser pulses of
finite duration, therefore comparison with experiments re-
quires some additional calculations discussed, for example,
in Refs. 10,11. We will not present direct comparisons with
experiments, but just assume that the relevant Keldysh pa-
rameter is small enough for the tunneling theory to be valid.
We continue to use the described one-electron approach
except that polarized orbitals are calculated now numerically
using conventional Gaussian basis Hartree-Fock calculations
of molecules in an imposed electric field. The calculations
involving H used a conventional 6-311+G basis, changing
the standard scales to maximize the polarization energy. Ar
calculations used a 6-311G** basis, also modified to maxi-
mize the polarization energy. The 6-311G basis comprises
six primitive Gaussians to represent the core orbital, and
three functions for the valence orbitals each of which con-
sists of 3, 1, and 1 primitive Gaussians. The 6-311+G basis
is supplemented by diffuse functions of s and p type, and the
6-311G** basis by five d-type functions 38. As an ex-
ample, we present in Table I the exponential scale factors and
orbital coefficients used for H2.
The GAMESS 39 and CRUNCH 40 program suites
were used producing the necessary electric fields with two
charges placed at large distances in the geometry of the cal-
culation. The values of these charges and their positions rela-
tive to the molecule were changed to produce the field direc-
tions and field values needed.
If molecules are assumed to be randomly oriented, we
average our result over molecular orientations relative to the
field axis. In the case of a rare-gas atom we assume that only
electrons from the outer np subshell are ionized, and calcu-
late ionization rate for  and  orbitals corresponding to the
FIG. 3. Color online Ionization rate as a function of electric
field for the hydrogen atom. Curve SC1—semiclassical calculation
with unpolarized orbital and without inclusion of multiple reflec-
tions; curve SC2—semiclassical with polarized orbital, but without
multiple reflections; curve SC3—semiclassical with multiple reflec-
tions; curve DK—exact quantal calculations 37; curve ADK—
asymptotic ADK theory 1,2.
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magnetic quantum numbers m=0 and m=1, respectively.
We will start first with the simplest molecule, H2
+
. Our
basis generates a parallel polarizability of H2
+ 
=4.978 a.u. and the perpendicular polarizability =1.641,
which compares well with accurate ab initio calculations of
Bishop and Cheung 41, =5.078 a.u., =1.758 a.u. We
should add, however, that more recent calculations 42,43
emphasize the importance of the nuclear motion for polariz-
ability calculations. In particular, the polarizability of H2
+ in
the ground vibrational and rotational state is 3.168 a.u. com-
pared to the polarizability of D2
+ 3.071 a.u. and the fixed-
nuclei value of Bishop and Cheung, 2.865 a.u. Note that in
the fixed-nuclei limit the average polarizability ¯ is
¯ =
1
3
 + 2 . 45
Therefore our value is ¯=2.754 a.u. For our purposes,
though, only the fixed-nuclei polarizability is required, since
typically the tunneling time is much shorter than the rota-
tional, or even vibrational, period, and the fixed-nuclei ap-
proximation appears to be quite accurate in this problem
23.
In Fig. 4 we present the ionization rate for H2
+ in the
ground electronic state. Both the case of randomly oriented
molecules and molecules aligned along the electric field are
shown. Since the g orbital in H2
+ is essentially isotropic, the
difference is mainly due to the anisotropic feature of the
polarizability. At weak fields our result for randomly oriented
molecules is very close to the asymptotic theory whereas for
higher fields our results are noticeably lower. This confirms
the comparison of ADK with quantum complex rotation re-
sults presented by Tong et al. 10. Still, in view of Fig. 1,
the level of agreement between the asymptotic theory and
accurate results with the correct tunneling probability is sur-
prisingly good.
Turning to the H2 molecule, we obtain =6.481 a.u. and
=4.321 a.u. which can be compared to accurate calcula-
tions of Gough et al. 44 =6.762 a.u. and 
=4.506 a.u. This level of accuracy is about the same as that
for H2
+
.
The H2 case is perhaps the simplest example of molecular
suppression. In this case the ionization rate for H2 is usually
compared with that for atomic Ar. In Fig. 5 we present both
ionization rates and compare them with the results of the
asymptotic theory. For H2 we used the vertical ionization
potential, E=16.35 eV, as suggested in Ref. 10. Again,
the asymptotic theory is surprisingly close to our calcula-
tions. Moreover, the suppression of ionization of the  or-
bital in Ar, given in the asymptotic theory by the factor F /3
in a.u. is about the same in our calculations. The reason for
the molecular suppression is basically the same as that given
by the asymptotic calculations 10: the 3pz orbital in Ar has
higher probability density in the field direction, increasing
the tunneling probability, as compared to H2.
TABLE I. Gaussian basis for H2 calculation.
Designation Exponential scale factor Orbital coefficient
1s 68.1600 0.00255
10.2465 0.01938
2.34648 0.09280
0.673320 0.29430
1s 0.224660 1.0
1s 0.082217 1.0
1s 0.05 1.0
1p 1.0 1.0
1p 0.128 1.0
FIG. 4. Color online Ionization rate as a function of electric
field for H2
+
. Dashed-dotted curve—semiclassical calculation for
the molecule aligned along the electric field; dashed curve—
semiclassical calculation for random orientations; solid curve—
asymptotic ADK theory.
FIG. 5. Color online Ionization rate as a function of electric
field for the Ar atom and H2 molecule. Solid curves—resent calcu-
lations; dashed curves—asymptotic ADK theory.
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IV. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the asymptotic ADK theory gives un-
expectedly good results for static-field ionization of atomic
and simple molecular system. For the systems discussed,
atomic hydrogen, H2
+
, H2, and Ar it is accurate within the
factor of 2 even close to the barrier suppression region.
Moreover, in the simplest case of molecular suppression,
ionization of H2 versus Ar, it gives practically the same result
as the more accurate semiclassical theory developed in the
present paper. However, for more complicated molecular
systems the situation is not that simple. In particular, the
asymptotic theory is not able to explain experimental data on
the F2 versus Ar case and some others. In the future we plan
to investigate these systems by the method developed in the
present paper.
Although the present treatment is limited by the fields
below the barrier suppression region, it can be easily ex-
tended into the region above FBSI where the classical ioniza-
tion is allowed. The range of fields in the vicinity of FBSI
requires a quantum-mechanical approach. Our calculations
suggest that this region starts at about 0.003 a.u. below FBSI.
Immediately above FBSI quantum effects associated with
above-barrier reflection should be important.
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